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Private Trips

If you didn’t snorkel with turtles, you shouldn’t
miss the opportunity in Maldives as the chance
to meet the wonderfull creatures just from few
centimeters is more then probable.
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To Local Village
Dolphin safari
Turtle Snorkeling
Sand Bank Trips
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Snorkel
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Leisurely gliding, sporty driving in the water and
safe diving under water. Seabob is completely
environmentally friendly and emission free for
zero impact on the environment. It zooms
powerfully and almost silently through the water.

Rental

Having the right equipment is an important
contribution for a safe and successful snorkeling.
Our water sports center offers complimentary
snorkeling equipments and accessories for day
use.

Mask
qadventuremaldives
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These trips are a great way to take some pictures
or videos of the nearby islands. Glide through the
water in an enjoyable speed with your loved ones.
Don’t worry, it’s a fun pack fit enough for the whole
family. Our Speed Boats are fast on water and
comfortable to sit. Fitted with roof and tower, it’s
easy to enjoy the ride anytime of the day.

Fun Rides
Half Day Journey
Snorkeling Trips
Whale shark Trips
Manta Trips

Jetblade lets you experience the thrill of flying
using jet propulsion powered by a watercraft.
It is an impressive sport which has picked up
popularity recently. Our instructors are ready
to get you up in the air whether you are
completely new or experienced.

Lap / Lesson
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Combined Trips
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Private Trips

Tubing is the equivalent of roller coaster ride of
our beautiful and natural water theme parks.
We've found that Tubing alone is the highlight of
some kids' vacation and when we say "kids"
we mean the kid in you too!

Combined Trips
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Take a ride in the late afternoon in search of the fun
loving dolphins. As you reach the school, witness their
graceful journey towards the sunset, occasionally
spinning out of the water for the shrill cries of
excitement by watchers. This memorable trip ends
with a radiant colors of the mesmerizing sunset.
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For those who enjoy a challenge, Parasailing
is an excellent way to view the beauty of this
paradise archipelago from a bird’s-eye
perspective, giving you plenty of exciting
memories to take away with you.
Single Flight
Private Flight
Double Flight
Triple Flight

There’s no better way to experience the thrills of
deep sea big game fishing than from on board the
completely equipped fishing boat. Catering for
novice and expert trawlers, the Big Game Fishing
excursion allows you to catch a sight of the Maldives’
picturesque landscape, and with some luck, your
triumphant big fish too.

Morning Trip
Afternoon Trip

Full Day Trip
Combined Trips
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Basic Course
Fun Course
Private Lesson
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Rental package
Flying trainer

Snorkeling lessons in shallow waters will allow
you to learn in a safer scenario, how to use your
equipment effectively and prepare your future
snorkeling tours.

Windsurfing package
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Rental

Sailing Without Captain
Sailing With Captain

Our center offer you Trimarans of 18 feet. Enjoyed
by many visitors, We offer private or group
snorkeling excursions, visit to nearby island, Sun
set Sailing, Sailing snorkeling, Sailing Lessons for
all levels.

Basic Course
Fun Course
Private Lesson
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Sailing Without Captain
Sailing With Captain

With the right combination of the season and
weather, you may be one of the luckiest to surf
in the Maldives as the waters are crystal clear
and the waves are great for beginners to experts.
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Bodyboarding is the second most popular wave
riding activity after surfing. Instead of standing on
your board, you can experience the thrills with
your body flat-facing down, riding over crests or
through barreling waves.
Private Lesson
Private boat trips
Combined boat trips
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Lesson for kids (under 12)
Lesson for adults

Team of professionals here at our Water
Sports will make you master your Knee
boarding lessons. Feel the adrenaline rush as
you learn and master the basic, intermediate,
and more advanced tricks.
One Lap
Course

Private Lesson
Private boat trips
Combined boat trips
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Wakeboarding in Maldives an adventurous
experience to spice up your holiday. Dashing
through the turquoise water behind a speed
boat, Wakeboarding is a family sport and there
are beginners courses as well.

One Lap
Course

( Includes Equipments with the Instructor )

You can go sailing with one of our instructors or
rent a catamaran on your own if you already have
experience. For those wishing to learn or improve,
we offer catamaran sailing courses of different
levels and duration.

Basic Course
Fun Course
Private Lesson
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Snorkeling Lesson
Whether you're just a beginner or an expert, you'll
find the conditions that make it perfect for you. The
Water Sports Center provides private and group
lessons, and short courses for you.
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LESSON
RENTAL

Lap
Lesson

Kite Boarding is one of the fastest growing water
sports in the world. It combines power kite flying
with wakeboarding to create a spectacularly
unique sport.

Basic Course
Fun Course
Private Lesson
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Stand up Paddle surfing or Stand up Paddle
boarding is an emerging global sport with a
Hawaiian heritage.

Supskiing allows you to skim through the smooth,
warm waters guided by a solid cable ski. The
sport provides the thrill to re-energize your
holiday.
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Complimentary activities are subject to availability.
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Private Lesson
Sailing Around

discover the joys of Kayaking in Maldives with
a partner or by yourself and enjoy scenic views
of the island.
Complementary | 1 Hour
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Charter a dinghy and sail off into the azure sea
for daytime cruises or evening sunset cruises.
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Lesson for kids (under 12)
Lesson for adults

Water skiing is very popular as its one of the
easiest boarding types. It’s easy to learn and
the skier most of the times grasp the concept
of boarding on the water swiftly, making it
easier for the riders to try either wake boarding
or mono-skiing.
Lesson for kids (under 12)
One Lap
Course
Lesson for adults
Jet Skiing allows you to skim through the warm
waters on a jet-powered watercraft, completely
controlled and steered by you. It’s safe enough
to ride with your young ones, we provide
guided rides as well. try it yourself and enjoy
the ride.
Rental
Tours

